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Longtime Myers collaborator Richard Straub provides an updated study guide for the new edition.
For every major content section, longtime author Richard Straub has divided each module by major topic; each section
includes a Preview (objectives that require short answers) and "Stepping Through the Section" (which include detailed, fillin-the-blank questions). The Study Guide also includes self-tests, critical-thinking exercises, vocabulary and language
activities, Internet activities, and crossword puzzles.
Educational resource for teachers, parents and kids!
Includes: Multiple choice fact, scenario and case-based questions Correct answers and explanations to help you quickly
master specialty content All questions have keywords linked to additional online references The mission of StatPearls
Publishing is to help you evaluate and improve your knowledge base. We do this by providing high quality, peerreviewed, educationally sound questions written by leading educators. StatPearls Publishing
Study Guide to Neuropsychiatry and Behavioral Neurosciences is a question-and-answer companion that allows you to evaluate your
mastery of the subject matter as you progress through the corresponding textbook. The Study Guide is made up of 246 questions divided into
individual quizzes of 5-10 questions each that correspond to chapters in The American Psychiatric Publishing Textbook of Neuropsychiatry
and Behavioral Neurosciences, Fifth Edition. Questions are followed by an Answer Guide that references relevant text (including the page
number) in the Textbook to allow quick access to needed information. Each answer is accompanied by a discussion that addresses not only
the correct response but also explains why other responses are not correct. The Study Guide's companion, the fifth edition of The American
Psychiatric Publishing Textbook of Neuropsychiatry and Behavioral Neurosciences, expanded its focus on the neurosciences to encompass
the great strides that have been made in the basic and clinical sciences. First published as the only multiauthored, comprehensive textbook in
the field, the Textbook has been updated to reflect the explosive growth in the neurosciences-structural and functional brain imaging,
electrophysiology and electrodiagnosis, cell and molecular biology, genetics, and neuropsychopharmacology-increasing the already
impressive clinical utility and practicality of this seminal work. The contributors-all recognized experts-cover basic principles of
neuropsychiatry, assessment, symptomatologies, specific disorders, treatments, and special topics such as ethical/legal and
educational/certification issues.
New edition of the Hockenburys' text, which draws on their extensive teaching and writing experiences to speak directly to students who are
new to psychology.
Longtime Myers collaborator Richard Straub's study guide is customized to follow the modular format and contents of the text.
Written for general chemistry courses, 'Chemical Principles' helps students develop chemical insight by showing the connection between
chemical principles and their applications.

This new edition continues the story of psychology with added research and enhanced content from the most dynamic areas of the
field--cognition, gender and diversity studies, neuroscience and more, while at the same time using the most effective teaching
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approaches and learning tools.
Study Guide to Substance Abuse Treatment is a question-and-answer companion that allows you to evaluate your mastery of the
subject matter as you progress through The American Psychiatric Publishing Textbook of Substance Abuse Treatment, Fourth
Edition. The Study Guide is made up of 292 questions divided into 49 individual quizzes of 4-9 questions each that correspond to
chapters in the Textbook. Questions are followed by an Answer Guide that references relevant text (including the page number) in
the Textbook to allow quick access to needed information. Each answer is accompanied by a discussion that not only addresses
the correct response but also explains why other responses are not correct. The Study Guide's companion, the fourth edition of
The American Psychiatric Publishing Textbook of Substance Abuse Treatment has been fully updated to present the most current
scientific and clinical information on a wide range of substance use disorders, from tobacco and alcohol to methamphetamine and
"club drug" abuse. The text offers a comprehensive view of the basic science and psychology underlying addiction as well as
extensive coverage of all treatment approaches and specialty topics. Highlights of this new edition include chapters on the biology
and clinical management for each of the drug categories; new material on the role of buprenorphine in treating opioid addiction;
extensive coverage of cognitive-behavioral therapy, motivational enhancement, and contingency management; and new research
on the role of 12-step programs in addiction treatment.
This study guide for David Myers' best-selling text for introductory psychology courses is compelling and concise with a global
perspective on psychology. This edition has been thoroghly updated, and includes new features and a media supplemts package.
Tackles The Westing Game and four thematically related short stories: "The Cask of Amontillado," "The Monkey's Paw," "The
Phantom Coach," and a ghost story by Charles Dickens, "The Signal-Man." This curriculum unit provides everything needed for indepth study of classic fiction (except the readily available novels and short stories themselves): teaching directions, suggested
schedules, background information, author bios, plot summaries, vocabulary study guides, discussion of literary elements,
reproducible activities and assessments, and ideas for extensions. The time required for full treatment is four weeks for each
novel, one week for each short story. Grades 68. Glossaries. Answer keys.

This study guide is an excellent aid in preparing for boards and other psychiatry exams and in reinforcing a students
knowledge. It offers chapter overviews of "Synopsis, Tenth Edition" and more than 1,600 multiple-choice questions with
discussions of correct and incorrect answers.
This briefer, streamlined version of Don and Sandra Hockenbury's acclaimed text, Psychology, Second Edition, warmly
invites students to explore the science that speaks most directly to their everyday lives. Using a narrative rich with
engaging anecdotes and real-life stories--often drawn from the authors' own lives and experiences--Discovering
Psychology helps to clarify abstract concepts and psychological principles. With its smart pedagogy, attractive design
and state-of-the-classroom media and supplements package, there is no text better equipped for introducing students to
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the science that speaks most directly to their everyday lives.
The perfect way to prepare for exams, build problem-solving skills, and get the grade you want! Offering detailed
solutions to all in-text and end-of-chapter problems, this comprehensive guide helps you achieve a deeper intuitive
understanding of chapter material through constant reinforcement and practice. The result is much better preparation for
in-class quizzes and tests, as well as for national standardized tests such as the DAT and MCAT. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Following the text's content, Richard Straub offers a Chapter Overview and Chapter Review, which is divided by major
section. Each group of fill-in-the-blank and short-answer questions is preceded by the relevant objective from the text.
The Study Guide also includes three self-tests (one of which encourages students to think critically about the chapter's
concepts), answers (with page references for the self-tests and explanations of why a choice is correct or incorrect), and
a Focus on Language and Vocabulary section, which explains idioms and other phrases used by David Myers in the text
that may not be clear to some readers.
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